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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: May 15, 1970

FROM: Abderrahman Tazi

SUBJECT: Some reflections on the opportunity of the adoption by the Bank of a largely
expanded scheme to allow for a continuing evaluation of the actual economic
effects of Bank-assisted projects after they have become operational.

1. A pilot study was performed by the Bank in this field and resulted in the

publication of Occasional Paper No. 7 entitled: "Reappraisal of a Road Project in

Iran". The scheme I am suggesting should allow not only for the conduct of such

studies, but algo for the performance of cross-section analyses of projects of the

same type in different countries or in different time periods.

2. I am told that an experiment in this field is already being conducted within

the Bank, covering some six countries or so. The expansion of this scheme would re-

sult, it seems to me, in many benefits to us. A rough list would include:

- a continuing evaluation over time of the Bank's techniques of projects ap-

praisal and analysis, and possibly the introduction of improvements in the latter by

a better grasp on our part of the essential features which result in a project's

varying degrees of success;

- a highlighting of the interrelationships between a given set of features in

a project and other factors in the economic environment which have a feed-back effect

on the project and on how the latter fares;

- the promotion of a better allocation of resources on the part of our member

countries, based on the lessons derived from the analysis of how and why projects

fare differently in different countries;

- the provision to our member countries, as a result of this, of a useful in-

sight into the dynamics of economic development, from which we would also benefit, so

that we would find ourselves in a better position to give advice and counsel to them

based on the lessons derived from a cross section analysis of the fate of similar

projects which are already in the operational stage;
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- the development of a more realistic evaluation of the actual contribution

made by our institution in furthering the economic development of our member countries

through our assistance to their projects; and

- the promotion in Part 1 countries of a better understanding of the usefulness

of the assistance provided by the World Bank Group, which could result in the long run

in a greater willingness on their part to increase the volume of development aid given

to Part II countries.

3. I am aware of the fact that the above propositions should not, and cannot be

taken at face value. On the other hand, it seems to me that the Bank is in a unique

position to carry out such work, thanks to the availability to it of a continuing stream

of data and other items which it is impossible to assemble in any other context. There-

fore, if this opportunity we have is in fact as promising as it appears to be, we could

make an outstanding contribution in this field.

4. Therefore, I would like to suggest that it be proceeded to an assessment of the

actual benefits which could be derived from the adoption of such a scheme. Simultane-

ously, we will need to evaluate the cost to us in adopting the expanded scheme, as

well as the feasibility of development of simple follow-up techniques which would not

be too cumbersome for our Borrowers, and yet would permit us the greatest flexibility

in the conduct of these analyses over a wide range of options.

5. In the light of the ever-increasing role the World Bank Group is assuming in the

provision of financial and technical assistance to our member countries, and since the

proposed scheme could greatly enhance the contribution we are making in both fields,

it seems to me that this is an appropriate time to give some thought to this suggestion

and see if it can pass the appropriate tests.

6. I would of course greatly appreciate receiving your own comments on this proposal

at your convenience.
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V. Nttgbe

O1ter~iA fal Jommitg Rmluation of Droipot.

3h vlaw of our discussion on Wiin 2 uhich toudhd an

ment of eemoami benefits, I prepared the attackwd smannhd and asnn

thich outline ar vimw as tio why I think the net preant value is the am

ret pvoot evaluation mothod.

Attach.

aes Sir Gordon Maiay
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W. Mgbes

Critria far Z nomia Evablation and Sb otim
of franMuortMatM Projects

I. The seletion of Bank project is usually based on the internal
rate of rw#o (IMR). This oriterin can be subject to mwnr eriticeis
(b consultants and go te all"e). The purpose of the attahed Ansx
is to shOe that this method is inferier to the oommonly called rat preeat
wth or value method. The Amnex na appear somewhat academic in nature
for a Swk document; this is necoess7ry, hoovw, to lead to the owalsAnan
that ewloyment of the not presant wrth (IWW) mvthod is r..inindsd for
sank use.

2. Tho intwonul rate of reotw smy be defied as th rate of diseomt
*lah would cmav't the strom of futwe binsfits to a proeoet value equal
to the present value of future wasts. This rate is asriwd at by trial said
errr'*. Projects vith the hihect interval rates of retwu are aocopted.

3. Us main ritlifts of the Ne of this umeae Us

(a) The aoputed rate at return my be boiw the opportunity
cost of oaital but aepted because we are uncertain as
to what the opportalty oset of capital is.

(b) Aw. alterative projects are namined, e.g. a higmmy vs.
a raility, the wramg project mght be selected. If ssmeal
projects are to be "looted, e.g. higys In a mester pa,
the ranking of priorities may be incoweot and the Wng
investment declaims mdo. This can be because of different
constructic schedites, etc.

(o) The waure ipliitly assumes that bofits, e.g. east
savings, are reinvested at the sae rate as the interml
rate of "turn, wres they can, In fact, mly be reinveted
at the lower opportunity cost of Oapital.

(8) O crtain cira stsoss, ame than ae rats of retwu my
be obtained for the soe basie data.

4. The met present wrth smaw.o siqply discioxats benefits to a present
orth by O o wed appropriate rate, and from this are deduoted all costs,
4ih am also discouted. If the bemifits emoied *h costs, the project is

a&Gtble (the exace of benefits over costs being, in effect, an ureAlised
osapital gain). If alterAtivw projects are amaidered, the ee with the highest
not present wort is preferred. Mhas, inorimented analysis, a time cmeuming
and necessery stop with other methode, is eliminated. Ien the internal rate
of retwa and Met present Worth ritern lead to difftrnt decaimi ns, the latter
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inaSi will b1a4ato the .orret oita. Tho a4y atIIm ralsd aganlat
the not present worth sthod is t"t an &pprpWtM. disOa.t rate (the qP-
partnity wet of ital) at first be seleot.d. This problem , howw,
mat also be faced using the iaternal rate of return although it Ie Wt

at a later stagel detaled discussion of the methods of project evaluatioan
sad appaisal is preomted in the Awexz Ma suwwry it is reommvAed that in
View of the au Awitr of the not present awth masure of seleoting Wojeata,
it be used by this spartasmt r.ther than thi iateraal rate of retwe aritwies
vhich he* ommon3y bean employed.

VMHOeeMW

act Mr. Hoge
Sir Gordon Haakay
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CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF PROJECTS

Background

1. The question of the superiority of the NPW method over the internal
rate of return (IRR) in the selection of projects has long been argued. The
essential arguments have been spelled out by Fisher in his 1907 and 1930
worksl/, by Samuelson in 19362/ and by the U.S. Federal Government in 19502/.
Despite an apparent resurgence, especially in the U.K., of the IRR under the
name of Discounted Cash Flow (DCF), the Bank is probably the only major public
body that evaluates and selects projects by the magnitude of the internal rate
of return.

2. The most likely explanation for the internal rate of return ever
having been respectable is that KeynesYL/ confused his marginal efficiency of
capital (the internal rate of return) with Fisher's rate of return-i/. The
latter will, under many circumstances, indicate the correct investment choice
by maximizing net present worth but the Keynes measure will not. The most
common methods of selecting projects are discussed below.

Net Present Worth

3. Net Present Worth (NPW) is simply the difference between the present
value of benefits and the present value of costs. Projects with NPW less than
zero are rejected,, while for mutually exclusive projects, that with the highest
NPW is selected6/. The selection of these projects is the same as maximizing
the value or worth of ownerst equity in a business. Owners will always attempt
to do this by maximizing the present worth of expected income. The method is
comoutationally easier than others, easy to understand, and will in all Oases
lead to the correct investment decision. Timing of projects can also be easily
estimated.

Payback

4. Payback is the time required for the benefits from a project to return
the investment, those projects with the shortest payback period being selected.
The method has serious drawbacks, e.g. benefits accrued after the investment is
recovered are ignored and the best project may easily be rejected. If, for
exarmple, a railway were being compared with a highway or a bridge with a ferry,
the railway and bridge would almost certainly be rejected on the grounds of
longer construction schedules. Another weakness of this method is that it
fails to give weight to the timing of benefits realized before the cutoff date.
The argument is'sometimes made that the payback method has the advantage of
favoring the projects with least risk. This aspect is, however, more satis-
factorily looked after by risk analysis. Payback cannot be taken as a serious
candidate for Bank appraisal methodology.

Benefit/Cost Ratio

5. The benefit/cost ratio is the ratio of the present value of future
benefits to the present value of the present and future costs. The benefit/
cost ratio is sometimes used to select a project, i.e. that project with the
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highest ratio is selected. While the method will usually result in the
selection of the right project, the scale, or size of the project may be
wrong. This is illustrated.

jor

(i) P'oint of nmaximum excess of benefits over costs.
(Point where incremental benefits = incremental
costs.) This equals maximum net present worth.

(ii) Point of maximum ratio of benefits to costs.

6. The diagran illustrate s that used properly, the incremental bene-
it/cost ratio will lead to the same project selection as the net present

worth method, i.e. it will select the project which has the maximum excess
of benefits over costs. Used incorrectly, as is so often done, it is no
tool at all for project selection. Even if used properly the benefit/cost
ratio can be confusing, however, the ratio depending on the way in which
the benefits and costs are put into the fractions, e.g.

(Benef its ) (1Minus maintenance )

100 - 20 costs 2:1
)40 (capital costs)

vs.

(Benefits)

100
06 (capital & maintenance costs) 171

Internal Rate of Return

7. There are two conp pts of the internal rate of return, that of
Fisher/ and that of Keynes /. Both have been used in Bank appraisals and
both can lead to incorrect project selection.
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(a) Keynes' rate of return (marginal efficiency of capital)

This rate of return is the rate of discount that will
equate the present worth of benefits and costs. For
example, investment in a feeder road may be discounted
to equal the benefits of increased agricultural production,
If two highway locations are presented, the one with the
highest rate of return might be selected.

(b) Fisher's rate of return

This rate of return also equates benefits and costs by a
discount rate. The benefits, however, are measured by
reference to an alternative - e.g. savings in vehicle
operating costs on the present road vs. a new road. This
is the usual Bank transport project evaluation measure, an4
if the project promises a return higher than the notional
cost of capital, the project is accepted.

8. The two methods can lead to opposite choices. For example/:

Project A Project B

Outlay 25 25

Benefits 5 per year, 10 years 1 in 1st year, 2 in
(total 50) 2nd year etc. up to

10 years (total 55)

The Keynes internal rate of return for Project A is about 17% and for Project,B
about 12.5%; therefore A is preferred. Fisher's rate of return shows *that B is
preferable, having a rate of return of 6% (the rate of return from Projeqt A
cannot be calculated, e.g. it may be the present road).

9. While Fisher's rate of return is superior, it can also lead to a wrong
choice of project on two grounds:

(i) uhere there are mutually exclusive projects, incremental
benefits and costs are neglected-8/;

(ii) the internal rate of return implicitly assumes that benefits
are reinvested at the same rate of return. On the other hand,
the net present worth method assumes that they are reinvested
at the cost of capital. The two methods thus give different
project selection:

Project A Project B

Project life 30 years 10 years
Investment, year 0 $1 in . $1 Mn.
Cost of capital 6/ 6%
Annual benefits $76,577 $142,377
Net present worth $54,082 $47,752
Rate of return 6.5% 7.0%
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The rational investor would wish to maximize net present worth by selecting
Project A, even though the rate of return is higher for Project B. There
are implicit assumptions that benefits from Project B are reinvested at 7%
during the project life, and they continue to be reinvested at 7% up to 30
years. In fact, there is no particular reason to think that they would be
reinvested at more than the cost of capital. If this were done, the rate of
return for Project B would be less than 6.5%.

10. The internal rate of return method therefore fails as a measure for
selection as it does not consider the reinvestment rate, for which an external
rate must be used. If this were done, then, of course, the method would be con-
verted to one of net present worth. As McKean says, the internal rate applied
to reinvestment "is no more appropriate th the internal rate of return on
Saturn"9J. An example will clarify this:-.

Assume that there are two investment opportunities available. Both
are profitable in an absolute sense, but only one can be undertaken
because the two are mutually exclusive. Project X requires an out-
lay of $100 now, at time to, and promises to return $120 exactly one
year hence at time t1 . Project Y also requires an outlay of $100 now
and promises to return $174.90 exactly four years hence at time t .
Assume also that the degree of certainty attaching to each project is
identical and that the investorts present "cost of capital" is 10%.
The "rate of return" on Project X is 20%, and on Project Y it is 15%.
The present value of 'Project X, discounted at the cost of capital, is
$109.09. For Project Y, the present value, discounted at the cost of
capital, is $119 .46. If the two projects are ranked by their rate of
return, Project X is the better one. If, on the other hand, they are
ranked in terms of present value, Project Y is the better one. Which
should the investor choose? In order to resolve the problem correctly,
it is necessary to isolate the source of the conflict between the two.
approaches. The easiest way to do this is to compare the two invest-
ment proposals in terms of their relative value as of the terminal
date (th) of the longer-lived project. According to the data given,
proposal Y will provide the investor with $174.90 at time t4. All we
know about proposal X is that it provides $120.00 at time t1 . 'Iat
happens to these funds between time t1 and th is obviously an important
piece of necessary information. Neither the rate-of-return approach
nor the present-value approach answers this question explicitly. But
they both answer it implicitly and in different ways. This is the
source of the conflicting results that they yield. Those who use the
rate-of-return approach, as it is usually defined would choose Project X
over Project Y. Hence they must assume that this choice will yield a
larger terminal value than that promised by Project Y, i.e. $174.90.
This, in turn, implies that the $120 obtained from Project X at time
t1 at a rate lucrative enough to accumulate to more than $174.90 by
time th. In general, the implicit assumptioa made by the rate-of-
return approach is that the reinvestment rate is at least equal to
the rate promised by the longer lived of the two projects, in this
case, 15%. The present-value approach, as usually defined, assumes
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that the funds obtained from either project can be reinvested at
a rate equal to the present cost of capital, i.e. 10. Using
this assumptlion, the investor will end up at time th with only
$159.72 if he chooses Project X. With Project Y, he would have
$174.90. Thus, according to this approach, Project Y is the
better choice."

11. Sometimes there is more than one rate of return for a project, but
this is rare in transport cases. A typical case is one in which there are
negative benefits in the terminal years. The only solution to a multiple
rate problem is to accept a project if the net present worth is positive at
the cost of capital - again leading right back to the present worth cri-
terion.ll

Cost of' Capital

12. An argument often used to support the- internal rate-of-return method
is that the cost of capital problem is eliminated. This is not so; the rate
of return must at the last stage of selection be compared with the cost of
capital. The net present worth method tackIa- this question at the outset.

13. The cost of capital to be used for discounting certainly should not
be the interest rate on government bonds, as recommended in the "Green Book".L2/
Nor should it be based on the borrowing or lending rate of the Bank, because
such interest rates do not allow for riskiness of projects. Government pos-
sesses taxing powers and can print money, thereby eliminating risks of default.
The Bank has the remedy of not lending to the country again if a loan is de-
faulted - also it has substantial reserves. A more accurate measure of the cost
of capital is its marginal productivity in the sector from which it is withdrawn.
If the capital does not earn a return equal to this marginal productivity there
is a clear loss to society. That there are computational difficulties is not
to be denied - the source mix of Bank and local funds is complex. Nevrtheless,the attempt to ascertain the cost of capital can and should be made by analysts.L/

Suawry and Conclusions

14. In the evaluation and selection of project, alternatives should always
be considered - such alternatives are available in "master plans" or at the
project identification stage. The internal rate of' return may lead to erroneous
selection decisions, in that ranking of projects may be erroneous and there is
no indication given of the scale of project that should be undertaken. Bene-
fit/cost ratios are confusing and will not lead to correct project selection
in all cases. Payback is incorrect in that total benefits from a project are
not considered. The only method of evaluating and selecting projects that
will give the right answer in all cases (and the method that is used by private
investors) is the one of net present worth.
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Mr. Whrren C. Baum January 29, 1969

R. Sadowe

Project Data REPorAIg Syste

1. I refer to your request of 31, 1968 for our comonts on
Mr. van der Takle nowirandhm of Dessber 24 /a olur nondio of a contact
won for this Departsent.

2. I attach a mawandmu by Mr. Jycox, dated January 21, 1969 which
expresses our views. I wish to shsise particularly the need to wrk out
more explicit proposals of what is wunted in the Data Reprting System. We
are standing in a welter of words fron which it is not e how far the
reporting would take us;

1) in the monitoring of proJecta under executio,

2) in the ox-post evaluation of projects, and beyond that,

in the research possibilities with perhaps som general
anplication of the results.

3. The practical consideratim s are different fram sector to sector
and even frnm project to project. I suggest, therefore, that mhen Mr. van
der Tak has g.vern further thought to the rwre detailed definition of pur-
pose, he commicate with Mr. Jaycox (or in his absenue, Mr. Hogg) who
would be the contact man for this Departnent.

la thy



Mr. D. S. Ballantine January 15, 1969

J. J. Stewart

der Tak s miorandu on sector studies and project evaluation

The need for sector studies has long been recognised in our

department and has been met with varying degrees of success by the
Unesco PIM reports. The standard of these reports has been improving,
and with the proposed increased ephasis upon longer range projections,
the PI2 reports should meet most, if not all, of our requirements. As

you already have discussed, consultant firms might be used to provide
additional sector studies, if required.

Other departments, except perhaps the agriculture department,
will not be able to obtain sector studies so readily. None of Mr. van
der Tak's proposals for organising sector work, however, itpress me as
being desirable. I would think that staff members concerned with opera-
tions work in each department would perfon sector studies, as required.
Contracting the sector studies to qualified consultant firms might also
be considered as an alternative.

JJ art/ms


